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Abstract
With our alarm-clock continually crescendoing A rhythmic silent-whirr-silent-whirr, Kicked
from a bedpost without ceremony Goofy with time after slapping face down to the tile, It has lost
track of all comings and goings while Slight zephyrs gone cool take advantage, Of arching delight
to lick-lick over limbs, Laughing at the moist excitement Brought about together...
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With our alarm-clock continually crescendoing 
A rhythmic silent-whirr-silent-whirr, 
Kicked from a bedpost without ceremony 
Goofy with time after slapping face down to the tile, 
It has lost track of all comings and goings while 
Slight zephyrs gone cool take advantage, 
Of arching delight to lick-lick over limbs, 
Laughing at the moist excitement 
Brought about together. 
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